NOTE ON THE TEXT

The investigator has made an extensive use of the following texts and taken passages from the five major novels of Margaret Laurence with reference to Chapter II, III, IV, V, VI respectively.

The Stone Angel

By

Margaret Laurence

Toronto : Mc Clelland and Stewart, 1964

A Jest of God

By

Margaret Laurence

Toronto : Mc Clelland and Stewart, 1974

The Fire-Dwellers

By

Margaret Laurence

Toronto : Mc Clelland and Stewart, 1969
A Bird in the House

By

Margaret Laurence

Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1963

The Diviners

By

Margaret Laurence

Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1974

The novels The Stone Angel, A Jest of God, The Fire-Dwellers, A Bird in the House and The Diviners have been abbreviated as SA, JG, FD, BH, TD respectively for convenience.